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Vox Maris
GMDSS Simulator

Vox Maris is a technical training tool. It is a PC-based simulator to train sea-faring
people in the use of GMDSS communications equipment, within a controlled and
safe environment. 

Vox Maris simulates the functionality of marine radio and satellite communications
equipment according to the operational norms determined by The International
Telecommunication Union. It also emulates real conditions of the marine radio
communications such as noises, attenuation by distance in terrestrial and
ionospheric propagation, and different types of sound effects from communication.
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1 General considerations

Introduction 

The Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) is specifically  designed to
automate ships radio distress alerting function, and, as a consequence, removes the
requirement for manual (ie: human) watchkeeping on distress channels. 

GMDSS basic objective is to alert coastal stations, search and rescue authorities, and
near ships of an emergency situation, so that they can lend attendance to coordinate
SAR operations with minimum delay.  To fulfill  this  objective  many terrestrial  and/or
satellite mass media are used.

The MF/HF Radiophones fulfill  GMDSS requirements totally.  In order to sail  in  Areas
A1  and  A2,  according  to  GMDSS,  a  ship  greater  than  24  ms  of  length,  must  have
installed,  among others,  one  or  more  MF/HF  radiophones,  according  to  RULE  7  and
RULE 8 of chapter IV of SOLAS. 

Its operation is very simple and allows to contact in a fast and effective way to ask for
aid, urgency or routine with other ships. 

MF/HF  have  built-in  DSC  function  for  generals  communications  and  a  dedicated
receiver to monitor security  and  distress  frequencies  in  MF and  HF bands.  DSC is  a
call system that allows contact to a specific station and to know if someone wants to
contact  us.  It  can  also  be  used  for  calls  to  all  ships  or  groups  of  ships  and
fundamentally for distress signals (DSC Distress). 

DSC  call  is  precise,  and  the  following  communication  is  made  in  an  appropriate
radiotelephony frequency. DSC frequencies for distress and security calls are: 2187.5
kHz,  4207.5  kHz,  6312  kHz,  8414.5  kHz,  12577  kHz,  and  16804.5  kHz.  Calling
frequencies  for  public  communication  with  coast  stations  are  previously  established
and  known  frequencies  (national  and  international).  Additionally,  the  2177  kHz
frequency is used for ship to ship calls. 

DSC  Channels  are  automatically  scanned.  When  a  message  DSC  is  received,  the
device starts both sound and visual alarms. 

Transmit  power  for  MF/HF devices  goes from 125 W to  800  W.  Generally  operating
the device properly and with a good tuning it's not necessary to use big transmission
powers, that's  why equipment which have powers from 150 to  500  W are  the  most
popular. 

A MF/HF radio communication equipment works in the frequency band between the 2
- 3 MHz (MF) and also between the 3 - 30 MHz (HF or short wave) In the range of MF
waves,  ground  wave  propagation  has  an  elevated  absorption  during  the  day  and
Ionospheric  propagation  during  the  night.  In  the  range  of  HF  frequencies,  the
electromagnetic  waves,  that  propagate  in  line  straight,  bounce  to  different  heights
from the ionosphere (how much higher the frequency is, the higher it bounces), which
allows that signals reach distant points and they even go around the world. Normally
the AM modulation (Amplitude Modulated) and SSB (Single Side Band) superior and
inferior are used. 
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Its  transmission  capacities  covers  long  distances,  without  making  use  of  expensive
terrestrial  facilities  nor  satellite  infrastructure,  HF  is  the  only  medium  that  has  a
world-wide communication. Range that depends on the equipment, the station of the
year, hour of the day and the atmospheric conditions. The obstacles between emitter
and receiver do not produce disadvantages. The weak point of these equipment is its
sensitivity to atmospheric conditions. 

Propagation Specifications 

MF

MF Band is between the 300 kHz and the 3 MHz. It is a very used band for moderate
distance transmissions (A2 area), because its cover (100 to 140 km) is greater than
the one of the VHF equipment, but is not affected by the ionospheric conditions as it
happens in HF. 

The  range  over  the  ocean  is  considerably  greater  than  on  the  Earth,  which  makes
particularly useful for sea communications. As every low frequency, the transmission
in  this  band  is  usually  made  by  terrestrial  waves,  fact  that  limits  the  range  of  the
signal, but with the advantage that it is less susceptible to the ionospheric conditions
that affect band HF. 

In this band are the emergency frequencies of telephony 2182 kHz, the one for DSC
communications 2187,5 kHz and the one for Navtex 518 kHz. 

HF 

HF Band is between the 3 and 30 MHz. 

The long  range  propagation of  the  HF radio  waves  is  possible  by  the  fact  that  they
"bounce" between the ionosphere the terrestrial surface repeatedly. 

This phenomenon allows global  range communications with an economic equipment,
although this really  will  depend on  some conditions propagation such  as  geographic
location,  transmission  frequency,  the  hour  of  the  day,  the  station  of  the  year,  the
solar activity and other circumstances.
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The energy of high frequency broadcast by the transmitting antenna, is reflected by
the atmosphere high layers where the most important of them is called F2 layer, that
is located at about 250 kilometers over the Earth. When a beam is broadcast parallel
to  the  Earth  surface  reaches  this  layer  at  about  2,000  kilometers  from  the
transmitter,  returning  to  Earth  after  was  reflected  to  a  distance  of  about  4,000
kilometers. 

These 4,000 kilometers are the trustworthy longest jump; smaller jumps can be done
by  antennas  with  different  radiation  patterns  that  radiate  more  or  less  upwards
instead  of  parallel  to  the  ground.  Short  wave  communications  to  a  distance  over  4
000 kilometers are possible using the own Earth as a reflector or, still  better,  using
the surface of the sea like mirror. Since F2 layer serves to reflect the signals towards
the  Earth,  their  characteristics  and  effect  on  the  incoming  radio  waves  of  high
frequency require a deeply study. 

The reflecting properties of this layer must to ionization. The air density to this height
is so small that the solar radiation and specially, the ultra-violet sun rays, are able to
ionize the air, being given off free ions and electrons. The electron concentration, or
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"ionization  gradient  "  determines  the  reflecting  properties  of  the  layer:  when  this
concentration  is  great,  the  layer  will  be  able  to  even  reflect  the  high  frequencies
(short  wavelengths)  towards  the  Earth;  when  she  is  low,  their  characteristics  of
reflection will only limit the LF bands. 

Which  are  then  the  factors  that  tend  to  increase  the  layer  ionization  degree?
Evidently,  everything  has  to  do  with  the  position  of  the  Sun  and  the  amount  of
ultraviolet  radiation  emitted  by  the  Sun.  The  Sun  position  on  a  point  in  which  the
reflection of incident rays takes place, depends on two factors: the hour of the day or
at  night  and  the  station  of  the  year.  The  amount  of  ultraviolet  radiation  varies
according to a cycle of 11 years, called cycle of sunspots. The conditions and numbers
of sunspots are published with regularity by the observatories. 

The reflecting condition of the F2 layer (called Fa layer night, after emerging F1 and
F2  layers)  determines  the  higher  frequency  than  can  still  be  reflected  against  the
ionosphere. Their properties have been studied and continue being it by stations and
satellites of ionospheric sounding. 

The  field  of  waves  emitted  by  the  transmitting  antenna  experiences  a  considerable
attenuation (weakening) in its way until the listener. The absorption of the trajectory
depends on the condition of the located ionosphere layers below F2 layer and of the
number of terrestrial  reflections that  are necessary to reach the objective area.  The
fact  that  an  inferior  limit  and  another  superior  exists  for  each  trajectory,  for  each
point in the time, means that the use of frequencies of the transmitters of short wave
is susceptible to experience periodic changes.
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2 Operating Rules and Guidelines

Before  transmitting,  monitor  the  channel  you  wish  to  use  so  as  to  avoid
interrupting transmissions already in progress.

CALL PROCEDURE

Calls must be properly identified and the time limit must be respected.

· Give your call sign each time you call another ship or coast guard station. If you

have no call sign, identify the station by giving your ship name and the name of
the licensee.

· Give your call sign at the end of each transmission that lasts more than 3 min.

· You must break and give your call sign at least once every 15 min. during long

ship-to-shore calls.
· Keep your unanswered calls short, less than 30 sec.  Do not repeat a call  for 2

min.
· Unnecessary transmissions are not allowed.

PRIORITIES

· Read  all  rules  and  regulations  pertaining  to  priorities  and  keep  an  up-to-date

copy handy. Safety and distress calls take priority over all others.
· False or fraudulent distress signals are prohibited and punishable by law.

PRIVACY

· Information overheard but not intended for you, cannot lawfully be used in any

way.
· Indecent or profane language is prohibited.

LOGS

· All  distress,  emergency and  safety  calls  must  be  recorded in  complete  details.

Log  data  activity  is  usually  recorded  in  24  hour  time.  Universal  Time
Coordinated (UTC) is frequently used.

· Adjustments,  repairs,  channel  frequency  changes  and  authorized  modifications

affecting electrical operation of the equipment must be kept in the maintenance
log; entries must be signed by the authorized licensed technician performing or
supervising the work.

RADIO LICENSES

(1) SHIP STATION LICENSE

You  must  have  a  current  radio  station  license  before  using  the  transceiver.  It  is
unlawful to operate a ship station which is not licensed.
Inquire  through  your  dealer  or  the  appropriate  government  agency  for  a
Ship-Radiotelephone license application.
This  government-issued  license  states  the  call  sign  which  is  your  craft's
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identification for radio purposes.

(2) OPERATOR'S LICENSE

A Restricted Radiotelephone Operator Permit is the license most often held by small
ship radio operators when a radio is not required for safety purposes.
The  Restricted  Radiotelephone  Operator  Permit  must  be  posted  or  kept  with  the
operator. Only a licensed radio operator may operate the transceiver.
However, non-licensed individuals may talk over a transceiver if a licensed operator
starts, supervises, and ends the call and makes the necessary log entries.
Keep a copy of the current government rules and regulation handy.
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3 Panel Description

3.1 Controls

1  Distress Switch

Push and release to start a DSC Distress content setup.
Push and hold for 5 sec. (approx.) to make a quick distress call.

2  Cancel Switch
 

      Push and hold for 2 sec. to cancel a distress or DSC repeat call. 
 

3  Mode / 2182 Switch
 

      Push to select an operating mode: J3E (USB), H3E (AM) or 2182.0 KHz frequency
 

 

4  Call Switch
 

Push  and  release  to  start  a  DSC  Individual,  Group  or  All  Ships  Call  content
setup.
Push and hold for 2 sec. to start a quick DSC Individual Call. 
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5  End Switch
 

Push to cancel current task/action or press "E" key.

 

6  Menu Switch
 

In DSC mode push to access DSC actions menu, or press "M" key.

 

7  AGC Switch
 

Push to enable/disable the Automatic Gain Control (AGC).

8  Speaker Switch
 

Push to enable/disable the Speaker output (MUTE On/Off).

9  Output Power Switch
 

Push to change the Transmit Output Power (Low, Medium, Full)

 

10 Light Switch
 

Push to change the LCD Backlight Brightness (Normal / Medium / High). 

11 PTT – Push To Talk
 

Push and hold to transmit; release to receive.

 

12 Dsc Switch
 

    Push to switch between DSC watch mode and  voice/audio  mode,  or  press  "D"
key.

 

13  Keypad
 

0 – 9: 
Push to input numerals for channel/frequency number input, etc. or press
the number keys

CE: 
Push to clear entered digits and retrieve the previous frequency, channel
during setting, or press "Del" key.

ENT: 
Push to fix input of channel number, select a menu action, etc. or press

"Enter" key
 

14 LCD SCREEN
 

(See LCD Screen forward )
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15 Volume Control
 

Adjusts the audio output level. Click over the right side of the control's image
to raise volume, and click over the left side to lower volume.

IMPORTANT:  
- Audio does not come from the speaker when the squelch function is turned ON and no
signal is being received (depending on signal and squelch value).
- Voice is not transmitted during DSC watch mode.

 

16 SQL Control

Push the middle button to enable/disable squelch function. Click over the right
side of the control's image to raise squelch value, and click over the left side to
lower.

Squelch  is  a  circuit  function  that  acts  to  suppress  the  audio  output  in  the
absence  of  a  sufficiently  strong  desired  input  signal.  It  excludes  undesired
lower-power input signals that may be present at or near the frequency of the
desired  signal.  Squelch  is  a  noise  gate  that  only  allows  signals  at  a  specified
strength  over  a  threshold  to  be  played  through  the  speaker.  General  static
(with no transmission) is squelched out. 

17 Selector Control
 

In voice/audio mode selects an operating ITU channel. 

In DSC mode changes the selected option.
Click over the right or left side of the control's image to turn it right or left.

 

18 RFG Switch
 

Push the middle button to enable/disable RF Gain adjustment function. 

Click over the right side of the control's image to raise receptor gain level, and
click  over  the  left  side  to  lower  the  level.  The  gain  level  goes  from  0  db
(minimum level) to 9 db (maximum level). RF Gain function can be used when
received signal is too weak to trim the output or either amplify it.

 

19 Clarity Switch
 

Push the middle button to enable/disable the Clarity adjustment function. 

Click over the right side of the control's image to raise Clarity  level,  and click
over the left side to lower the level. 

The  Clarity  function  adjusts  the  selected  receptor's  frequency  between  -150
and  +150  Hz  in  steps  of  10  Hz.  Sometimes  the  received  voice  from  other
stations  can be  difficult  to  understand and  it's  due  to  a  frequency  difference.
Although  both  devices  are  transmitting  /  receiving  in  the  same  frequency,
sometimes  a  manufacturer  defect  can  cause  a  frequency  slide  which  can  be
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corrected using the clarity control. 
 

20 Power Switch
 

Push to turn On/Off the equipment or press "P" key.
 

21 Two Tone
  

Starts two tone alarm signal transmission / test. 

22 Ch. Switch
 

Push to enable/disable the channel selection function, or press "C" key.

When the channel selection function is enabled, press the keypad numbers to
change the active channel. 

 

23 Scan Switch
 

 Push to enable/disable the Scan function, or press "S" key.

    The scan function is an automatic channel change capability. It scans between
the programmed channels and stops when a signal appears. Two seconds after
it  disappears  the  scan  is  resumed  until  the  function  is  disabled  or  a  signal
appears again.

 

24 Rx Freq. Switch
 

Push to enable/disable the reception frequency selection function, or press "R"
key.

When the  Rx  Freq.  function  is  enabled,  press  the  keypad numbers  to  change
the reception frequency. 

25 Tx Freq. Switch
 

Push to enable/disable the transmit  frequency selection function, or press "R"
key.

When  the  Tx  Freq.  function  is  enabled,  press  the  keypad numbers  to  change
the transmit frequency. 

 

26 Prog Switch
 

Push to program the scan channel table, or press "G" key.

3.1.1 Key summary
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Switch Key

End E

Menu M

DSC Switch D

Selector Up Arrow Up

Selector Down Arrow Down

Keypad numbers (0..9) Numbers 0..9

CE Delete

ENT Enter

Power P

DW W

CH C

SCAN S

RX Freq. R

FX Freq. T

Prog. G
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3.2 LCD Screen

3.2.1 Audio Mode

 

 1 Transmit indicator      
 

"Tx" appears during transmit. 

 

 2 Receive indicator      
 

"RX" appears when signals are received. 

 

 3 Volume indicator  
 

Volume level indicator.

 

 4 Output power level indicator
 

Indicates the transmit output power level: Low / Med / Full
 
 

 5 SQL indicator
 

"SQL" appears when the squelch is ON. 

 

 6 Squelch level indicator
 

      Indicates the squelch function level when active. 

 7 Agc indicator
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"AGC" appears when the AGC function is turned ON.

 

 8 Clarity indicator
 

"CLAR" appears when the clarity function is activated and shows shifting
frequency in "Hz." (± 150 Hz)

 

 9 RF-Gain indicator
 

"RF-G" appears when the RF-Gain function is activated and shows the gain in dB.

 

10 Channel number indication
 

Shows the selected channel number.
 
 

11 Transmit frequency readout
 

Shows transmit frequency.

 

12 Receipt frequency readout
 

Shows reception frequency

 

13 Speaker indicator
 

"n<" appears when the speaker output is enabled.

 

14 Operating mode indicator
 

Shows the selected operating mode.

"J3E", "H3E", "2182," appears depending on operating mode and setting.
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3.2.2 DSC Mode

1 Receive frequency readout
 

Shows the receive frequency. Voice and DSC devices have independent
receivers, so in DSC mode voice receive frequency is shown. 

2 DSC transmit frequency readout
 

During a DSC message emission, transmit frequency is displayed.  
 

3 Subsequent traffic frequency
 

     Shows the subsequent traffic frequency that will follow a DSC message call. 

 

4 Operating mode indicator
 

Shows the subsequent operating mode that will follow a DSC message call.
 

5 Position indicator
 

Shows position given by GPS.
 

6 Hour indicator
 

Shows UTC time.

7 Additional information
 

Shows additional information regarding DSC, like "Waiting for ACK", "Sending
Distress Call",  etc.
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4 Channel/Frequency selection

4.1 Pre-programmed channels

The ITU provides 249 pre-programmed simplex and duplex channels for marine radio
communications on MF/HF.

· 4 MHz Duplex Channels

· 6 MHz Duplex Channels

· 8 MHz Duplex Channels

· 12 MHz Duplex Channels

· 16 MHz Duplex Channels

· 18/19 MHz Duplex Channels

· 22 MHz Duplex Channels

· 25/26 MHz Duplex Channels

· Simplex Channels

· GMDSS Channels

4 MHz Duplex Channels

ITU Channel No.    Coast Tx      Ship Tx

     401            4357 kHz            4065 kHz
     402            4360                4068
     403            4363                4071
     404            4366                4074
     405            4369                4077
     
     406            4372                4080
     407            4375                4083
     408            4378                4086
     409            4281                4089
     410            4384                4092

     411            4387                4095
     412            4390                4098
     413            4393                4101
     414            4396                4104
     415            4399                4107

     416            4402                4110
     417            4405                4113
     418            4408                4116
     419            4411                4119
     420            4414                4122

     421            4417                4125 
     422            4420                4128
     423            4423                4131
     424            4426                4134 
     425            4429                4137

     426            4432                4140
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     427            4435                4143
     428            4438                4146 
     429            4441                4149
     

6 MHz Duplex Channels

ITU Channel No.    Coast Tx      Ship Tx

     601            6501 (kHz)          6200 (kHz)
     602            6504                6203
     603            6507                6206
     604            6510                6209
     605            6513                6212

     606            6516                6215 
     607            6519                6218
     608            6522                6221

8 MHz Duplex Channels

ITU Channel No.    Coast Tx      Ship Tx

     801            8719 (kHz)          8195 (kHz)
     802            8722                8198
     803            8725                8201
     804            8728                8204
     805            8731                8207

     806            8734                8210
     807            8737                8213
     808            8740                8216
     809            8743                8219
     810            8746                8222

     811            8749                8225
     812            8752                8228
     813            8755                8231
     814            8758                8234
     815            8761                8237

     816            8764                8240 
     817            8767                8243
     818            8770                8246
     819            8773                8249
     820            8776                8252

     821            8779                8255 
     822            8782                8258
     823            8785                8261
     824            8788                8264
     825            8791                8267

     826            8794                8270
     827            8797                8273
     828            8800                8276
     829            8803                8279
     830            8806                8282
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     831            8809                8285
     832            8812                8288
     833            8291                8291
     834            8818                8294
     835            8821                8297

     836            8824                8300
     837            8827                8303

12 MHz Duplex Channels

ITU Channel No.    Coast Tx      Ship Tx

     1201           13,077 kHz          12,230 kHz
     1202           13,080              12,233
     1203           13,083              12,236
     1204           13,086              12,239
     1205           13,089              12,242

     1206           13,092              12,245
     1207           13,095              12,248
     1208           13,098              12,251
     1209           13,101              12,254
     1210           13,104              12,257

     1211           13,107              12,260
     1212           13,110              12,263
     1213           13,113              12,266
     1214           13,116              12,269
     1215           13,119              12,272

     1216           13,122              12,275
     1217           13,125              12,278
     1218           13,128              12,281
     1219           13,131              12,284
     1220           13,134              12,287

     1221           13,137              12,290 
     1222           13,140              12,293
     1223           13,143              12,296
     1224           13,146              12,299
     1225           13,149              12,302

     1226           13,152              12,305
     1227           13,155              12,308
     1228           13,158              12,311
     1229           13,161              12,314
     1230           13,164              12,317

     1231           13,167              12,320
     1232           13,170              12,323
     1233           13,173              12,326
     1234           13,176              12,329
     1235           13,179              12,332

     1236           13,182              12,335
     1237           13,185              12,338
     1238           13,188              12,341
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     1239           13,191              12,344
     1240           13,194              12,347

     1241           13,197              12,350

16 MHz Duplex Channels

ITU Channel No.    Coast Tx       Ship Tx

     1601           17,242 kHz          16,360 kHz
     1602           17,245              16,363
     1603           17,248              16,366
     1604           17,251              16,369
     1605           17,254              16,372

     1606           17,257              16,375
     1607           17,260              16,378
     1608           17,263              16,381
     1609           17,266              16,384
     1610           17,269              16,387

     1611           17,272              16,390
     1612           17,275              16,393
     1613           17,278              16,396
     1614           17,281              16,399
     1615           17,284              16,402

     1616           17,287              16,405
     1617           17,290              16,408
     1618           17,293              16,411
     1619           17,296              16,414
     1620           17,299              16,417

     1621           17,302              16,420 
     1622           17,305              16,423
     1623           17,308              16,426
     1624           17,311              16,429
     1625           17,314              16,432 

     1626           17,317              16,435
     1627           17,320              16,438
     1628           17,323              16,441
     1629           17,326              16,444
     1630           17,329              16,447

     1631           17,332              16,450
     1632           17,335              16,453
     1633           17,338              16,456
     1634           17,341              16,459
     1635           17,344              16,462

     1636           17,347              16,465
     1637           17,350              16,468
     1638           17,353              16,471
     1639           17,356              16,474
     1640           17,359              16,477

     1641           17,362              16,480
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     1642           17,365              16,483
     1643           17,368              16,486
     1644           17,371              16,489
     1645           17,374              16,492

     1646           17,377              16,495
     1647           17,380              16,498
     1648           17,383              16,501
     1649           17,386              16,504
     1650           17,389              16,507

     1651           17,392              16,510
     1652           17,395              16,513
     1653           17,398              16,516
     1654           17,401              16,519
     1655           17,404              16,522

     1656           17,407              16,525

18/19 MHz Duplex Channels

ITU Channel No.    Coast Tx          Ship Tx

     1801           19,755 kHz          18,780 kHz
     1802           19,758              18,783
     1803           19,761              18,786
     1804           19,764              18,789
     1805           19,767              18,792

     1806           19,770              18,795 
     1807           19,773              18,798
     1808           19,776              18,801
     1809           19,779              18,804
     1810           19,782              18,807

     1811           19,785              18,810
     1812           19,788              18,813
     1813           19,791              18,816
     1814           19,794              18,819
     1815           19,797              18,822

22 MHz Duplex Channels

ITU Channel No.    Coast Tx          Ship Tx

     2201           22,696 kHz          22,000 kHz
     2202           22,699              22,003
     2203           22,702              22,006
     2204           22,705              22,009
     2205           22,708              22,012

     2206           22,711              22,015
     2207           22,714              22,018
     2208           22,717              22,021
     2209           22,720              22,024
     2210           22,723              22,027

     2211           22,726              22,030
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     2212           22,729              22,033
     2213           22,732              22,036
     2214           22,735              22,039
     2215           22,738              22,042

     2216           22,741              22,045
     2217           22,744              22,048
     2218           22,747              22,051
     2219           22,750              22,054
     2220           22,753              22,057

     2221           22,756              22,060 
     2222           22,759              22,063
     2223           22,762              22,066
     2224           22,765              22,069
     2225           22,768              22,072

     2226           22,771              22,075
     2227           22,774              22,078
     2228           22,777              22,081
     2229           22,780              22,084
     2230           22,783              22,087

     2231           22,786              22,090
     2232           22,789              22,093
     2233           22,792              22,096
     2234           22,795              22,099
     2235           22,798              22,102

     2236           22,801              22,105
     2237           22,804              22,108
     2238           22,807              22,111
     2239           22,810              22,114
     2240           22,813              22,117

     2241           22,816              22,120
     2242           22,819              22,123
     2243           22,822              22,126
     2244           22,825              22,129
     2245           22,828              22,132

     2246           22,831              22,135
     2247           22,834              22,138
     2248           22,837              22,141
     2249           22,840              22,144
     2250           22,843              22,147

     2251           22,846              22,150
     2252           22,849              22,153
     2253           22,852              22,156

25/26 MHz Duplex Channels

ITU Channel No.    Coast Tx       Ship Tx

     2501           26,145 kHz          25,070 kHz
     2502           26,148              25,073
     2503           26,151              25,076
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     2504           26,154              25,079
     2505           26,157              25,082

     2506           26,160              25,085
     2507           26,163              25,088
     2508           26,166              25,091
     2509           26,169              25,094
     2510           26,172              25,097

Simplex Channels

These frequencies are shared and are not available for the exclusive use
of any station.  

4 MHz Band    6 MHz Band     8 MHz Band    12 MHz Band

4146 kHz       6224 kHz       8294 kHz       12,353 kHz
4149           6227           8297           12,356
               6230                          12,359
                                             12,362
                                             12,365

16 MHz Band  18/19MHz Band  22 MHz Band    25/26 MHz Band

16,528 kHz     18,825 kHz     22,159 kHz     25,100 kHz
16,531         18,828         22,162         25,103
16,534         18,831         22,165         25,106
16,537         18,834         22,168         25,109
16,540         18,837         22,171         25,112

16,543         18,840         22,174         25,115
16,546         18,843         22,177         25,118

GMDSS Channels

These simplex frequencies are used for distress and safety
communications, and (except for 2182 kHz) are not normally guarded.

          2182 kHz       
          4125           
          6215           
          8291           
        12,290           
        16,420  

4.2 User programmed channels

The device has an 8 user channel table for marine radio communications on MF/HF,
that can be manually programmed by the user.

Selecting a channel 
 

User Channel Table Programming
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Selecting a channel

    Channel selection (pre-programmed or user channels) can be done in
different ways: 

· Using channel selector

· Manually using the keypad

· Using SCAN function

User Channel Table Programming

1.  Push [Prog] switch to enter Programming Channel Menu

    The following message will appear blinking: 

push [Ch] to edit Channel Table or
 [SCAN] to program SCAN Table

2.  Push [Ch] switch to enter User Channel Table
Programming
 

   User Channel Table appears with edition options
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· Channel Selector: Selects a channel to edit

· CE: Deletes selected channel

· ENT: Edits selected channel

· CH: Exits

3.  Push [ENT] switch to Edit selected Channel
 

   Channel frequencies can be edited

· Keypad: to enter Tx/Rx frequency

· CE: Deletes current frequency

· ENT: Accepts entered frequency (validating first)

· CH: Discards changes and exits

4.3 Channel Selection

4.3.1 Using the channel selector

In audio/voice mode, rotate Channel Selector to select the desired channel (ITU or
user channel).
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4.3.2 Using the keypad

Direct channel selection via the keypad is available for quick channel selection:

1. Push [Ch.] Switch

 
 
 
 
 

2. Enter the desired channel number via the keypad.

 

3. Push [ENT] to select the channel.

 

Notes: 
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- If selected channel is not valid, original channel remains
- Pushing [CE] clears input digits
- Pushing [END] cancels channel edition

4.3.3 SCAN function

The  transceiver  has  automatic  channel  change  capability  (scan  function).  It  scans
between programmed channels and stops when a signal appears. Two seconds after it
disappears  the  scan  is  resumed  until  the  function  is  disabled  or  a  signal  appears
again.

Scan function will  only start  if  channel  table  was previously  programmed.  The table
has a maximum of 9 programmable channels, numbered from 0 to 8. 

SCAN table programming
 

Enable / disable SCAN function

SCAN table programming

 

1.  Push [Prog] switch to enter Programming Channel Menu

    The following message will appear blinking: 

push [Ch] to edit Channel Table or
 [SCAN] to program SCAN Table

2.  Push [Prog] switch to enter SCAN programming mode
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    The following message  will  appear blinking:  "Scan PROG –  Input  a  Channel
number"

The  bottom  left  corner  shows  the  current  memory  position  being  edited,
followed by its current value. 

For example:
         2: 0404         (editing  memory  position  2,  and  its  current

value is channel 404)

3.  Select the desired channel via keypad and press [ENT] 
 

4.  Push [Prog] switch again to finish SCAN programming

Notes: 
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- If  selected  channel  is  not  valid,  channel  value  will  be  replaced  by
zero

- Pushing [CE] clears channel number
- Pushing [END] cancels SCAN programming

Enable / disable SCAN function

1.  Push [Scan] switch to enable SCAN function

      The following message will appear blinking: "Scanning"

Every  200  milliseconds  the  transceiver  changes  automatically  current
channel for the next programmed channel

2.  Push [Scan] switch again to disable SCAN function

Notes: 

- Scan function pauses when a signal is received. If no other signal is
detected  three  (3)  seconds  after  the  signal  disappears,  Scan
function resumes.

- Scan function stops if any of the following switches is pressed: 

  

Dual Watch    Prog.Scan         PTT
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5 Basic voice transmit and receive

1. Check the following in advance:

· Squelch function  (SQL) is  disabled.  If  Squelch  function  is  enabled,  push  the

middle button to disable. 
 
 

· Speaker is enabled. If speaker indicator is not visible on the LCD screen

 
   
   push Speaker (n<) switch to enable

· Clarity  function  is  disabled.  If  Clarity  function  is  enabled,  push  the  middle

button to disable.

2. Functions for transmit

 
 

· Transmit power

The transceiver has 3 selectable power output levels. High power allows longer
distance communications and low power reduces power consumption.

Push [Output Power] switch to select  low, middle or high output power  levels,
respectively.
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The display shows the selected output power level

3. Functions for receive

 
 

· Squelch function

The voice squelch function detects voice components in the received signal and
opens the squelch only when voice components are included in the signal.

If  squelch  function  is  enabled,  a  signal  with  more  than  a  certain  N/S  ratio  is
required. 

When you need to receive weak signals, the squelch should be turned OFF. 

Push the middle button to enable/disable squelch function. Click over the right
or left side of the control's image to rotate the control.

· AGC Function

The receive gain is automatically adjusted according to received signal strength
with  the  AGC  (Automatic  Gain  Control)  function  to  prevent  distortion  from
strong signals and to obtain a constant output level.

When  receiving  weak  signals  with  adjacent  strong  signals  or  noise,  the  AGC
function may reduce the sensitivity.  In this situation, the AGC function should
be deactivated.

Push [AGC] switch to enable/disable Automatic Gain Control function
 

 "AGC" indicator is shown when the function is enabled

· RF gain setting
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The  receiver  gain  can  be  reduced  with  the  RF  gain  setting.  This  may  help  to
remove undesired weak signals while monitoring strong signals.

Usually,  the  AGC function  reduces  the  RF  gain  according  to  the  receive  signal
strength  and  these  weak  signals  are  removed.  However,  during  no  signal
reception, these weak signals may not be heard.

In such cases, the RF gain may be useful for setting a minimum level at which
to hear signals.

Push  the  middle  button  to  enable/disable  RF  Gain  adjustment  function.  Click
over the right or left side of the control's image to rotate the switch and adjust
the function level. 

"RF-G  x"  indicator  is  displayed  when  this  function  is  enabled,  where  x  is  the
selected sensitivity level.

 
 

The gain level goes from 0 db (minimum level) to 9 db (maximum level).

· Clarity control

  Voice signals received from other stations may be difficult to receive. This may
sometimes  happen  if  a  station  is  transmitting  slightly  off  frequency.  In  such
cases, you can compensate by using the clarity control.

 Push the middle button to enable/disable the Clarity adjustment function. 

  Click over the right or left side of the control's image to rotate the control and
change the selected level. The function adjusts the selected receptor's frequency
between -150 and +150 Hz in steps of 10 Hz.

"CLAR  x"  indicator  is  displayed  when  this  function  is  enabled,  where  x  is  the
selected clarity level.
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6 Two Tone Alarm Signal

NOTE: To test or transmit two tone alarm signal, radio MUST be set on
2182.0 Khz Rx and Tx frequency.

· To TRANSMIT the Alarm signals

· To TEST the Alarm function

· To TRANSMIT the Alarm signals

Push [Two-Tone] switch for 6 sec.

    While switch is being pushed, following message appears blinking 

Push Two-Tone for 6 sec. to SEND 
   ENT to test or END to cancel

    After 6 seconds Alarm Signal transmition procedure starts on 2182 Khz
frequency. 

1. Two tone alarm signal is transmitted for 30 seconds 
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2. To transmit distress messages, push PTT switch and talk into the
microphone with normal and clear voices in the usual way. 

· To TEST the Alarm function

1.  Push [Two-Tone] switch

    Following message appears blinking 
Push Two-Tone for 6 sec. to SEND 
   ENT to test or END to cancel
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    Push [END] to cancel operation 

2.  Push [ENT] switch to start TEST procedure

Following message appears blinking 
Push Two-Tone for 6 seconds to TEST
             or END to cancel

    Push [END] to cancel operation.

3.  Push [Two-Tone] switch for 6 sec.

After 6 seconds, TEST starts. Alarm signal tones can be heard from the
speaker and the transmission procedure is started, but the two tone
alarm signal is not really transmitted.
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7 Call Procedure

7.1 Distress call

A distress call should be transmitted if in the opinion of the Master, the ship or person
is in distress and requires immediate assistance.

A distress call should include the ship's position and time.

A distress call some times called as a "MAYDAY call."

NEVER  USE  THE  DISTRESS  CALL  WHEN  YOUR  SHIP  IS  NOT  IN  AN
EMERGENCY.  DISTRESS CALLS CAN BE USED  ONLY WHEN IMMEDIATE  HELP
IS NEEDED.

· Simple distress call

· Regular distress call

7.1.1 Simple distress call

NOTES

· Distress alert (simple operation) contains (default):

- Distress nature : Undesignated distress.
- Position data: GPS information.

 

· Distress call repeats every 3.5–4.5 min., until receiving an acknowledgement.

· Beep (Pi, Pi) sounds with the maximum audio level every 1 sec.
 

· Push and hold [DISTRESS] for 5 sec. to transmit a renewed distress call, if

desired.

· Push [CANCEL/CALL] for 2 sec. to cancel the call repeat mode.
 

PROCEDURE

1. Confirm a distress call is not being received.
 

Before emitting, confirm a distress call is not being received from another ship.

2. Send the distress call

Push and hold [DISTRESS] for 5 sec. to transmit a distress call, if desired.
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While the switch is pressed, the display shows the call information:

 - Ship Id 
 - Distress nature: Undesignated distress
 - Position data: GPS information
 - Time
 - Transmit desired distress frequency

After 5 sec.,  the emission starts indicated by a sound alarm (beep - Pi,  Pi)  with
the maximum audio level every 1 sec.

The distress call transmission is performed on all the distress frequencies (2187.5, 4207.5,
6312.0, 8414.5,  12577.0 and 16804.5 kHz)  in  sequence,  5  times  each,  if  all  frequencies
were selected.

Note:
If [DISTRESS] switch is released before the 5 sec., following screen
appears  until  the  message  is  edited  (MODIFY  menu  option),  is
canceled  (END  switch  or  EXIT  menu  option)  or  is  re-emitted  by
pushing and holding [DISTRESS] for 5 sec.

The call is memorized into the TX memory.
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3. Wait for ACK (acknowledgement)

After  transmitting  the  call,  the  transceiver  is  set  to  the  phone  emergency
frequency automatically (2182.0 KHz).

The DSC receiver circuit is still working to receive an acknowledgement call on the
previous frequency. The distress call acknowledgement reception is performed on
the  all  distress  frequencies  (2187.5,  4207.5,  6312.0,  8414.5,  12577.0  and
16804.5 kHz) in sequence.

4. Receiving an acknowledgement call
 

 When receiving an acknowledgement:

- The acknowledgement is memorized into the RX memory channel 
- Display shows the ACK reception and the transceiver is set automatically to
the  phone  emergency  frequency  corresponding  to  the  received  ACK
frequency (eg. if ACK is received on freq. 2187.5 corresponding phone freq.
is 2182 Khz, if it's received on freq. 4207.5 the corresponding phone freq. is
4125 Khz., etc.) 
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NOTE:
· If  no  acknowledgement  is  received,  the  emergency  alarm  will

sound  continuously.  In  this  case,  the  device  automatically
transmits the distress call again every 3.5 to 4.5 minutes.

· Push and hold [CANCEL] for 2 sec. if you want to stop the alarm.

· A  distress  relay  call  may  be  received  after  several  minutes  from

another  ship  if  an  acknowledgement  cannot  be  received  from  a
coast station directly.

· CAUTION!  DO  NOT  push  [CANCEL]  while  waiting  for  an

acknowledgement,  otherwise  the  distress  call  repeat  is  canceled.
Push  [CANCEL]  only  when  you  want  to   cancel  repeated
transmission.

5. Stop sound alarm

 Once  the  acknowledgement  is  received,  push  [END]  to  stop  the  sound  alarm
and begin phone traffic

6. After receiving an acknowledgement call

The  following  should  commence  your  voice  transmission  after  receiving  a
distress acknowledgement from a coast station (or another ship).

• "MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY"
•  "This is ..... (your ship name)."
•  The 9-digit identity AND the call sign (or other identification of the ship)

•  The ship's position if the DSC distress does not included it.
•  The nature of the distress and assistance required.
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•  Any other information which might facilitate the rescue.

7.1.2 Regular distress call

Transmit a distress call after selecting "Distress" in the DSC menu.

NOTE: 
NEVER  USE  THE  DISTRESS  CALL  WHEN  YOUR  SHIP  IS  NOT  IN  AN
EMERGENCY. DISTRESS CALLS CAN BE USED ONLY WHEN IMMEDIATE
HELP IS NEEDED.

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select Distress option

Rotate the Selector control to choose "Distress", then push [ENT].

 
 

4. Select the Distress Nature
 

Rotate the Selector control to choose the distress nature, then push [ENT].
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5. Specify Position and UTC time data
 

Verify the position and UTC time data, then push [ENT].

When position and time data is incorrect or not retrieved by GPS, your position and UTC
time should be input in this step (by selecting MODIFY menu option).

6. Select Distress frequency
 

Rotate Selector Control to choose the desired distress frequency, then push
[ENT].
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7. Transmit the distress call

Display shows previously selected options:

 

Push [DISTRESS] for 5 sec. to transmit the distress call

After 5 sec.,  the emission starts indicated by a sound alarm (beep - Pi,  Pi)  with
the maximum audio level every 1 sec.

The  distress  call  transmission  is  performed  on  the  distress  selected  frequency  or  all  six
(2187.5, 4207.5, 6312.0, 8414.5, 12577.0 and 16804.5 kHz) in sequence, 5 times each, if
all frequencies were selected.

After  transmitting  the  call,  the  transceiver  is  set  to  the  phone  emergency
frequency automatically (2182.0 KHz).

Distress call is memorized into the TX memory.
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8. Wait for ACK

After transmitting the call, the transceiver is set to the phone emergency
frequency automatically (2182.0 KHz).

The DSC receiver circuit is still working to receive an acknowledgement call on the previous
frequency. The distress call acknowledgement reception is performed on the all distress
frequencies (2187.5, 4207.5, 6312.0, 8414.5, 12577.0 and 16804.5 kHz) in sequence.

9. Receiving an acknowledgement call
 

 When receiving an acknowledgement:

- The acknowledgement is memorized into the RX memory channel 
- Stops the sound alarm

- Display shows the ACK reception and the transceiver is set automatically to
the phone emergency frequency corresponding to the received ACK
frequency (eg. if ACK is received on freq. 2187.5 corresponding phone freq.
is 2182 Khz, if it's received on freq. 4207.5 the corresponding phone freq. is
4125 Khz., etc.) 

                               

NOTE:
· If  no  acknowledgement  is  received,  the  emergency  alarm  will

sound  continuously.  In  this  case,  the  device  automatically
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transmits the distress call again every 3.5 to 4.5 minutes.

· A  distress  relay  call  may  be  received  after  several  minutes  from

another  ship  if  an  acknowledgement  cannot  be  received  from  a
coast station directly.

· CAUTION!  DO  NOT  push  [CANCEL]  while  waiting  for  an

acknowledgement,  otherwise  the  distress  call  repeat  is  canceled.
Push  [CANCEL]  only  when  you  want  to  cancel  repeated
transmission.

10. Stop sound alarm

 Once  the  acknowledgement  is  received,  push  [END]  to  stop  the  sound  alarm
and begin phone traffic

11. After receiving an acknowledgement call

The  following  should  commence  your  voice  transmission  after  receiving  a
distress acknowledgement from a coast station (or another ship).

• "MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY"
•  "This is ..... (your ship name)."
•  The 9-digit identity AND the call sign (or other identification of the ship)

•  The ship's position if the DSC distress does not included it.
•  The nature of the distress and assistance required.
•  Any other information which might facilitate the rescue.

7.2 Individual call

Individual  calls  are  sent  to  a  specific  coast  station  or  ship,  identified  by  it's  MMSI
number.

MMSI

All  DSC  equipment  are  programmed  with  a  unique  nine-digit  identification  number,
known  as  a  Maritime  Mobile  Service  Identity  or  MMSI.  This  identity  is  the  DSC
contact number for a vessel. The MMSI is sent automatically with each and every DSC
transmission made.
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The 9-digit code constituting a ship station identity is formed as follows: 
MIDXXXXXX

wherein MID represent the Maritime Identification Digits and X is any figure from 0 to
9. 

Coast station identities are formed as follows: 
00MIDXXXX

where the first two figures are zeros and X is any figure from 0 to 9. The MID reflects
the country in which the coast station or coast earth station is located. 

Group  ship  station  call  identities  for  calling  simultaneously  more  than  one  ship  are
formed as follows: 

0MIDXXXXX

where  the  first  figure  is  zero  and  X  is  any  figure  from  0  to  9.  The  particular  MID
represents only the country assigning the group ship station call identity and so does
not prevent group calls to fleets containing more than one ship nationality. 

Individual Call Categories

· Individual Distress Call

· Individual Urgency Call

· Individual Safety Call

· Individual Routine Call

· Individual Distress Relay Call

7.2.1 Individual Distress Call

General DSC call with the "distress" category may be used for communications after
the Distress call, e.g. you want to change the operating mode, frequency,
etc.

The call is transmitted one time only although the distress call using the [DISTRESS]
switch sends 5 times repeatedly.

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.
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2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select Individual option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "Individual", then
push [ENT].

 
 
 

4. Select Individual Category Call
 

Rotate the Selector to choose "Distress" category, then push [ENT]

5. Select Destination
 

Rotate the Selector to choose destination (ship/coast station), then push [ENT]
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NOTE
If  none  of  the  stations  listed  is  the  desired  destination,  Manual
Set option allows to specify manually destination MMSI.

Selected station's MMSI is displayed:
 

If necessary, modify MMSI code via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 

6. Select subsequent traffic operating mode

Select the operating mode to be set on the phone traffic following the reception of
acknowledgement.

·  J3E (default)

· H3E 

· None 

· Telex
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Rotate the Selector to choose operating mode (usually J3E), then push [ENT]

NOTE
If  destination is  a coast  station  NONE,  option  can  be  selected.  In
that case, go to step 8. Select DSC Frequency. The coast station will
determine  the  operating  mode  and  traffic  frequency  when
acknowledges the message.

7. Select transmit and receive traffic frequency

Rotate  Selector  to  choose  the  desired  pre-programmed  traffic  frequency,  or  "
Manual set" to enter frequency manually, then push [ENT].

  - Ship to ship communication: Only simplex channels are displayed.

  - Ship to shore communication: Simplex and Duplex channels are
displayed.
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If Manual Set option is selected, frequencies must be manually entered
(by default 4146 KHz freq. is assigned if it's ship to ship communication,
or 2182 KHz if it's ship to shore).
  

Selected frequencies are shown:

 

 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 

8. Select DSC Call Frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired calling frequency, then push [ENT].
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9. Send the message

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
 

 

Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

The calling is performed one time only. 

Individual call is memorized into the TX memory.

10. Wait for ACK

After transmitting the call, the DSC receiver circuit watches the chosen call frequency to receive
the acknowledgement message. 
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10. Receiving an acknowledgement call
 

 When receiving an acknowledgement:

- The acknowledgement is memorized into the RX memory channel 

- Stops the sound alarm

- Display shows the ACK reception and the transceiver is set automatically to
the selected traffic frequency

12. Audio Traffic

The  following  should  commence  your  voice  transmission  after  receiving  the
acknowledgement.

7.2.2 Individual Urgency Call

When  you  want  to  send  an  urgency  message,  such  as  medical  transport
announcement, etc., to other ships, use "Urgency" as the category.

An urgency call is sometimes called a "PAN PAN call."
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PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select Individual option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "Individual",
then push [ENT].

 
 
 

4. Select Individual Category Call
 

Rotate the Selector to choose "Urgency" category, then push [ENT]
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5. Select Destination
 

Rotate the Selector to choose destination (ship/coast station), then push [ENT]

NOTE
If none of the stations listed is the desired destination, Manual
Set option allows to specify manually destination MMSI.

Selected station's MMSI is displayed:
 

If necessary, modify MMSI code via the keypad.
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Push [ENT] to accept. 

Note:
Take note that in the example a coast station MMSI is entered (7
digits)

6. Select subsequent traffic operating mode

Select the operating mode to be set on the phone traffic following the reception of
acknowledgement.

·  J3E (default)

· H3E 

· None 

· Telex
 

 

Rotate the Selector to choose operating mode (usually J3E), then push [ENT]

NOTE
If  destination is  a coast  station,  NONE  option  can  be  selected.  In
that case, go to step 8. Select DSC Frequency. The coast station will
determine  the  operating  mode  and  traffic  frequency  when
acknowledges the message.

7. Select transmit and receive traffic frequency

Rotate  Selector  to  choose  the  desired  pre-programmed  traffic  frequency,  or
"Manual set" to enter frequency manually, then push [ENT].

  - Ship to ship communication: Only simplex channels are displayed.
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 - Ship to shore communication: Simplex and Duplex channels are
displayed.

 

If Manual Set option is selected, frequencies must be manually entered
(by default 4146 KHz freq. is assigned if it's ship to ship communication,
or 2182 KHz if it's ship to shore).
  

Selected frequencies are shown:
 

 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 
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8. Select DSC Call Frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired calling frequency, then push [ENT].

 

9. Send the message

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
 

 

Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

The calling is performed one time only. 

Individual call is memorized into the TX memory.

10. Wait for ACK

After transmitting the call, the DSC receiver circuit watches the chosen call frequency to
receive the acknowledgement message. 
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11. Receiving an acknowledgement call

When receiving an acknowledgement:

- The acknowledgement is memorized into the RX memory channel 

- Stops the sound alarm

- Display shows the ACK reception and the transceiver is set automatically to
the selected traffic frequency

                               

12. Audio Traffic

The  following  should  commence  your  voice  transmission  after  receiving  the
acknowledgement. Announce the following message.

• "PAN PAN"
• "All stations" (repeated 3 times).
• "This is ..... (your ship name)."
• The 9-digit identity AND the call sign (or other identification of the
ship)
• The text of the urgency message.
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7.2.3 Individual Safety Call

When you want to send a safety message to other ships, use "Safety" as the
category.

A safety call is sometimes called a "SECURITE call."

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select Individual option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "Individual",
then push [ENT].

 
 
 

4. Select Individual Category Call
 

Rotate the Selector to choose "Safety" category, then push [ENT]
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5. Select Destination
 

Rotate the Selector to choose destination (ship/coast station), then push [ENT]

NOTE
If  none  of  the  stations  listed  is  the  desired  destination,  Manual
Set option allows to specify manually destination MMSI.

Selected station's MMSI is displayed:
 

If necessary, modify MMSI code via the keypad.
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Push [ENT] to accept. 

Note:
Take note that in the example a coast station MMSI is  entered (7
digits)

6. Select subsequent traffic operating mode

Select the operating mode to be set on the phone traffic following the reception of
acknowledgement.

·  J3E (default)

· H3E 

· None 

· Telex 

 

Rotate the Selector to choose operating mode (usually J3E), then push [ENT]

NOTE
If  destination is  a coast  station,  NONE  option  can  be  selected.  In
that case, go to step 8. Select DSC Frequency. The coast station will
determine  the  operating  mode  and  traffic  frequency  when
acknowledges the message.

7. Select transmit and receive traffic frequency

Rotate  Selector  to  choose  the  desired  pre-programmed  traffic  frequency,  or
"Manual set" to enter frequency manually, then push [ENT].

  - Ship to ship communication: Only simplex channels are displayed.
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 - Ship to shore communication: Simplex and Duplex channels are
displayed.

 

If Manual Set option is selected, frequencies must be manually entered
(by default 4146 KHz freq. is assigned if it's ship to ship communication,
or 2182 KHz if it's ship to shore).
  

Selected frequencies are shown:
 

 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 
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8. Select DSC Call Frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired calling frequency, then push [ENT].

 

9. Send the message

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
 

 

Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

The calling is performed one time only. 

Individual call is memorized into the TX memory.

10. Wait for ACK

After transmitting the call, the DSC receiver circuit watches the chosen call frequency to
receive the acknowledgement message. 
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11. Receiving an acknowledgement call

When receiving an acknowledgement:

- The acknowledgement is memorized into the RX memory channel 

- Stops the sound alarm

- Display shows the ACK reception and the transceiver is set automatically to
the selected traffic frequency

                               

12. Audio Traffic

The  following  should  commence  your  voice  transmission  after  receiving  the
acknowledgement. Announce the following message.

· "SECURITE" (repeat 3 times)

· "All stations" (repeated 3 times).

· "This is ..... (your ship name)."

· The 9-digit identity AND the call sign (or other identification of the

ship)
· The text of the safety message.
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7.2.4 Individual Routine Call

When you use DSC for general selective calling, use "Routine" as the category.

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select Individual option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "Individual",
then push [ENT].

 
 
 

4. Select Individual Category Call
 

Rotate the Selector to choose "Routine" category, then push [ENT]
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5. Select Destination
 

Rotate the Selector to choose destination (ship/coast station), then push [ENT]

NOTE
If  none  of  the  stations  listed  is  the  desired  destination,  Manual
Set option allows to specify manually destination MMSI.

Selected station's MMSI is displayed:
 

If necessary, modify MMSI code via the keypad.
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Push [ENT] to accept. 

Note:
Take note that in the example a coast station MMSI is  entered (7
digits)

6. Select subsequent traffic operating mode

Select the operating mode to be set on the phone traffic following the reception of
acknowledgement.

·  J3E (default)

· H3E 

· None 

· Telex 

 

Rotate the Selector to choose operating mode (usually J3E), then push [ENT]

NOTE
If  destination is  a coast  station,  NONE  option  can  be  selected.  In
that case, go to step 8. Select DSC Frequency. The coast station will
determine  the  operating  mode  and  traffic  frequency  when
acknowledges the message.

7. Select transmit and receive traffic frequency

Rotate  Selector  to  choose  the  desired  pre-programmed  traffic  frequency,  or
"Manual set" to enter frequency manually, then push [ENT].

  - Ship to ship communication: Only simplex channels are displayed.
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 - Ship to shore communication: Simplex and Duplex channels are
displayed.

 

If Manual Set option is selected, frequencies must be manually entered
(by default 4146 KHz freq. is assigned if it's ship to ship communication,
or 2182 KHz if it's ship to shore).
  

Selected frequencies are shown:
 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.
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Push [ENT] to accept. 

8. Select DSC Call Frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired calling frequency, then push [ENT].

 

Frequency 2177 KHz is the default option for routine call. Selected frequencies are
shown:

 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 

9. Send the message

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
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Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

The calling is performed one time only. 

Individual call is memorized into the TX memory.

10. Wait for ACK

After transmitting the call, the DSC receiver circuit watches the chosen call frequency to
receive the acknowledgement message. 

11. Receiving an acknowledgement call

When receiving an acknowledgement:

- The acknowledgement is memorized into the RX memory channel 
- Stops the sound alarm
- Display shows the ACK reception and the transceiver is set automatically to

the selected traffic frequency
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12. Audio Traffic

The following should commence your voice transmission after receiving the
acknowledgement. 

7.2.5 Individual Distress Relay Call

A ship knowing that another ship is in danger should transmit a distress relay call if:

· the ship in distress is not itself able to transmit the distress alert,

· the Master of the ship considers that further help is necessary,

· Any  ship,  receiving  a  distress  alert  which  is  not  acknowledged  by  a  coast

station within 5 min, should transmit  a distress relay call  to  the  appropriate
coast station.

Distress  relay  calls  transmitted  by  coast  stations,  or  by  ship  stations  addressed  to
more than one vessel, should be acknowledged by ship stations using radiotelephony.
Distress relay calls  transmitted  by  ship  stations should  be  acknowledged by  a  coast
station transmitting a "distress relay acknowledgement" call.

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.
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3. Select Individual option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "Individual", then
push [ENT].

 
 
 

4. Select Individual Category Call
 

Rotate the Selector to choose "Distress Relay" category, then push [ENT]

5. Select Destination
 

Rotate the Selector to  choose destination  (ship/coast  station),  then push  [ENT].
Usually this kind of messages will be sent to a coast station.
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NOTE
If  none  of  the  stations  listed  is  the  desired  destination,  Manual
Set option allows to specify manually destination MMSI.

Selected station's MMSI is displayed:
 

If necessary, modify MMSI code via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 

Note:
Take note that in the example a coast station MMSI is entered (7
digits)

6. Identify ship in distress

If ship in distress MMSI is known, enter it via the keypad.
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NOTE:
If MMSI is unknown, enter all digits "9" and push [ENT]

7. Select the Distress Nature
 

Rotate the Selector control to choose the distress nature, then push [ENT].

 

8. Specify distress position and UTC time data
 

Enter the distress position and UTC time data, then push [ENT].
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NOTE:
If position and time data is unknown enter all "9" in position and
"8" in the time data:

9. Select Distress frequency
 

Rotate Selector Control to choose the desired distress frequency, then push
[ENT].

 

 

10. Send the Distress Relay

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
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Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

After 2 sec.,  the emission starts indicated by a sound alarm (beep - Pi,  Pi)  with
the maximum audio level every 1 sec.

The distress call transmission is performed on all the distress frequencies (2187.5, 4207.5,
6312.0, 8414.5,  12577.0 and 16804.5 kHz)  in  sequence,  5  times  each,  if  all  frequencies
were selected.

After  transmitting  the  call,  the  transceiver  is  set  to  the  phone  emergency
frequency automatically (2182.0 KHz).

The message is memorized into the TX memory.

11. Wait for ACK

After  transmitting  the  call,  the  transceiver  is  set  to  the  phone  emergency
frequency automatically (2182.0 KHz).

The DSC receiver circuit is still working to receive an acknowledgement call on the previous
frequency.  The  distress  call  acknowledgement  reception  is  performed  on  the  all  distress
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frequencies (2187.5, 4207.5, 6312.0, 8414.5, 12577.0 and 16804.5 kHz) in sequence.

 

12. Receiving an acknowledgement call
 

 When receiving an acknowledgement:

- The acknowledgement is memorized into the RX memory channel 
- Stops the sound alarm

- Display shows the ACK reception and the transceiver is set automatically to
the  phone  emergency  frequency  corresponding  to  the  received  ACK
frequency (eg. if ACK is received on freq. 2187.5 corresponding phone freq.
is 2182 Khz, if it's received on freq. 4207.5 the corresponding phone freq. is
4125 Khz., etc.) 

 

13. After receiving an acknowledgement call

The  following  should  commence  your  voice  transmission  after  receiving  a
distress acknowledgement from a coast station (or another ship).

• "MAYDAY RELAY   MAYDAY RELAY    MAYDAY RELAY"
•  "This is ..... (your ship name)."
•  "MAYDAY"
•  The 9-digit identity or other identification of the ship in distress
•  The ship's position if the DSC distress does not included it.
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•  The nature of the distress and assistance required.
•  Any other information which might facilitate the rescue.

7.3 All Ships Call

All Ships Call is used to contact all stations within range. Once contact has been made
by DSC, follow-up communications take place by voice on the frequency determined
by DSC call.

All Ships Calls categories:

· Urgency

· Safety

· Distress Relay

7.3.1 All Ships Urgency Call

All Ships Call is used to contact all stations within range. Once contact has been made
by DSC, follow-up communications take place by voice on the frequency determined
by DSC call.

"Urgency" as the category is used when you want to send an urgency message, such
as medical transport announcement, etc., to all ships.

An urgency call is sometimes called a "PAN PAN call."

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.
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3. Select All Ships option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "All Ships", then
push [ENT].

 
 
 

4. Select All Ships Category Call
 

Rotate the Selector to choose "Urgency" category, then push [ENT]

5. Select transmit and receive traffic frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired pre-programmed traffic frequency, or "
Manual set" to enter frequency manually, then push [ENT].

  - Only simplex channels are displayed because is Ship to ship
communication
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If Manual Set option is selected, frequencies must be manually entered
(by default 4146 KHz freq. is assigned).
  

Selected frequencies are shown:

 

 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 

6. Select DSC Call Frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired calling frequency, then push [ENT].
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7. Send the message

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
 

 

Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

The calling is performed one time only. 

Individual call is memorized into the TX memory.

8. Audio Traffic

Once contact has been made by DSC, follow-up communications take place by
voice on the frequency determined by DSC call.
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Announce the following message.

• "PAN PAN"
• "All stations" (repeated 3 times).
• "This is ..... (your ship name)."
• The 9-digit identity AND the call sign (or other identification of the
ship)
• The text of the urgency message.

7.3.2 All Ships Safety Call

All Ships Call is used to contact all stations within range. Once contact has been made
by DSC, follow-up communications take place by voice on the frequency determined
by DSC call.

When you want to send a safety message to other ships, use "Safety" as the
category.

A safety call is sometimes called a "SECURITE call."

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.
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3. Select All Ships option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "All Ships", then
push [ENT].

 
 

4. Select All Ships Category Call
 

Rotate the Selector to choose "Safety" category, then push [ENT]

5. Select transmit and receive traffic frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired pre-programmed traffic frequency, or "
Manual set" to enter frequency manually, then push [ENT].

  - Only simplex channels are displayed because is Ship to ship
communication
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If Manual Set option is selected, frequencies must be manually entered
(by default 4146 KHz freq. is assigned).
  

Selected frequencies are shown:
 

 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 

6. Select DSC Call Frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired calling frequency, then push [ENT].
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7. Send the message

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
 

 

Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

The calling is performed one time only. 

Individual call is memorized into the TX memory.

8. Audio Traffic

Once contact has been made by DSC, follow-up communications take place by
voice on the frequency determined by DSC call.

Announce the following message.

· "SECURITE" (repeat 3 times)
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· "All stations" (repeated 3 times).

· "This is ..... (your ship name)."

· The 9-digit identity AND the call sign (or other identification of the

ship)
· The text of the safety message.

7.3.3 All Ships Distress Relay Call

A ship knowing that another ship is in danger should transmit a distress relay call if:

· the ship in distress is not itself able to transmit the distress alert,

· the Master of the ship considers that further help is necessary,

· Any  ship,  receiving  a  distress  alert  which  is  not  acknowledged  by  a  coast

station within 5 min, should transmit  a distress relay call  to  the  appropriate
coast station.

Distress  relay  calls  transmitted  by  coast  stations,  or  by  ship  stations  addressed  to
more than one vessel, should be acknowledged by ship stations using radiotelephony.
Distress relay calls  transmitted  by  ship  stations should  be  acknowledged by  a  coast
station transmitting a "distress relay acknowledgement" call.

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select All Ships option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "All Ships", then
push [ENT].
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4. Select All Ships Category Call
 

Rotate the Selector to choose "Distress Relay" category, then push [ENT]

5. Identify ship in distress

If ship in distress MMSI is known, enter it via the keypad.

NOTE:
 If MMSI is unknown, enter all digits "9" and push [ENT]
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6. Select the Distress Nature
 

Rotate the Selector control to choose the distress nature, then push [ENT].

 

7. Specify distress position and UTC time data
 

Enter the distress position and UTC time data, then push [ENT].

NOTE:
If position and time data is unknown enter all "9" in position and
"8" in the time data:
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8. Select Distress frequency
 

Rotate Selector Control to choose the desired distress frequency, then push
[ENT].

 

9. Send the Distress Relay

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 

 

Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 
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After 2 sec.,  the emission starts indicated by a sound alarm (beep - Pi,  Pi)  with
the maximum audio level every 1 sec.

The distress call transmission is performed on all the distress frequencies (2187.5, 4207.5,
6312.0, 8414.5,  12577.0 and 16804.5 kHz)  in  sequence,  5  times  each,  if  all  frequencies
were selected.

After  transmitting  the  call,  the  transceiver  is  set  to  the  phone  emergency
frequency automatically (2182.0 KHz).

The message is memorized into the TX memory.

10. Wait for ACK

After  transmitting  the  call,  the  transceiver  is  set  to  the  phone  emergency
frequency automatically (2182.0 KHz).

The DSC receiver circuit is still working to receive an acknowledgement call on the
previous frequency. The distress call acknowledgement reception is performed on
the  all  distress  frequencies  (2187.5,  4207.5,  6312.0,  8414.5,  12577.0  and
16804.5 kHz) in sequence.
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11. Receiving an acknowledgement call
 

 When receiving an acknowledgement:

- The acknowledgement is memorized into the RX memory channel 
- Stops the sound alarm
- Display shows the ACK reception and the transceiver is set automatically to
the  phone  emergency  frequency  corresponding  to  the  received  ACK
frequency (eg. if ACK is received on freq. 2187.5 corresponding phone freq.
is 2182 Khz, if it's received on freq. 4207.5 the corresponding phone freq. is
4125 Khz., etc.) 

 

13. After receiving an acknowledgement call

The  following  should  commence  your  voice  transmission  after  receiving  a
distress acknowledgement from a coast station (or another ship).

• "MAYDAY RELAY   MAYDAY RELAY    MAYDAY RELAY"
•  "This is ..... (your ship name)."
•  "MAYDAY"
•  The 9-digit identity or other identification of the ship in distress
•  The ship's position if the DSC distress does not included it.
•  The nature of the distress and assistance required.
•  Any other information which might facilitate the rescue.
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7.4 Group Call

When groups of ships need the same information a special group-call identity can be
used to facilitate restricted broadcast messages.

All stations (ships or coast stations) inside a group have the same group MMSI.

Group ship station call identities for calling simultaneously more than one ship are
formed as follows: 

0MIDXXXXX

where the first figure is zero and X is any figure from 0 to 9. The particular MID
represents only the country assigning the group ship station call identity and so does
not prevent group calls to fleets containing more than one ship nationality. 

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select Group option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "Group", then
push [ENT].
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4. Select Destination Group
 

Rotate the Selector to choose pre-programmed destination group, then push
[ENT]

NOTE
If none of the groups listed is the desired destination, Manual Set
option allows to specify manually destination MMSI.

Selected group MMSI is displayed:

If necessary, modify MMSI code via the keypad.
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Push [ENT] to accept. 

NOTE:
Group MMSI have 8 digits and are formed  as follows:

0MIDXXXXX

where the first figure is zero and X is any figure from 0 to 9. The particular MID
represents only the country assigning the group ship station call identity and so
does not prevent group calls to fleets containing more than one ship nationality. 

5. Select transmit and receive traffic frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired pre-programmed traffic frequency, or
"Manual set" to enter frequency manually, then push [ENT].

If Manual Set option is selected, frequencies must be manually entered
(by default 4146 KHz freq. is assigned if it's ship to ship communication,
or 2182 KHz if it's ship to shore).
  

Selected frequencies are shown: 

 

 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 
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6. Select DSC Call Frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired calling frequency, then push [ENT].

 

Frequency 2177 KHz is the default option for routine call. Selected frequencies are
shown:

 

If necessary, modify the frequencies via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 

7. Send the message

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
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Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

The calling is performed one time only. 

Individual call is memorized into the TX memory.

8. Audio Traffic

Once contact has been made by DSC, follow-up communications take place by
voice on the frequency determined by DSC call.

Announce the following message to stations.

- "The group name."
- "This is ..... (your ship name)."
- The 9-digit identity OR call sign (or other identification of the ship).
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7.5 Test Call

Testing on the exclusive DSC distress and safety calling frequencies (such as 2187.5 kHz) should
be avoided as much as possible by using other methods.
When testing on the distress/safety frequency is unavoidable, it should be indicated that these are
test transmissions.

Normally the test call would require no further communications between the two stations involved.

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select Test option

DSC option menu is shown. Rotate the Selector control to choose "Test", then
push [ENT].

 
 

4. Select Destination
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Rotate the Selector to choose destination (coast station), then push [ENT]

NOTE
If  none  of  the  stations  listed  is  the  desired  destination,  Manual
Set option allows to specify manually destination MMSI.

Selected station's MMSI is displayed:
 

If necessary, modify MMSI code via the keypad.

Push [ENT] to accept. 

5. Select DSC Call Frequency

Rotate Selector to choose the desired calling frequency, then push [ENT].
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Frequency 2177 KHz is the default option. 

6. Send the message

The call stand-by screen is displayed as follows: 
 
 

 
 

Verify the calling condition then push and hold [CALL] for 2 sec. to start calling. 

 

The calling is performed one time only. 

7. Wait for ACK

After transmitting the call, the DSC receiver circuit watches the chosen call frequency to
receive the acknowledgement message. 
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8. Receiving an acknowledgement call

When receiving an  acknowledgement  display  shows the  ACK reception.  Push the
END button to finish the Test and return to the DSC Watch screen.



Chapter

DSC call reception

VIII
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8 DSC call reception

The  independent  built-in  DSC  receiver  circuit  scans  all  distress/safety  frequencies,
therefore,  the  "distress,"  "urgency"  and  "safety"  calls  on  those  frequencies  can  be
decoded at all times.

However,  "routine"  and  "group"  calls  on  the  other  frequencies  are  received  via  the
transceiver's receiver circuit. Therefore, the transceiver must set to DSC watch mode
to decode these calls.

Procedure

One  of  the  following  actions  should  be  performed  when  a  DSC  call  is  received
depending on the received DSC format (or category):

· Wait for a voice transmission on the traffic frequency.

Monitor the communication between the calling ship and a coast station,
or the calling station transmission via voice on the traffic frequency if any
of these call categories is received:

· Distress 

· Distress Relay

· All Ships

· Group

Emergency alarm or short beeps sound, depending on the calling  format
or category.

· Transmit an acknowledgement with DSC or voice.

When the  following DSC is  received,  an  acknowledgement  must  be  sent
back to the calling station.

Short beeps or an emergency alarm sounds depending on the category.

Detailed procedures depending call category

· Distress Call

· Distress Relay

· Individual

· All Ships

· Group

8.1 Distress Call

When a DSC distress call is received, distress frequencies must be monitored in case
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help is needed in Search and Rescue (SAR) operations. If no ACK has been received
from any coast station, a distress relay call shall be necessary. 

Distress call acknowledgements must  be done by coast stations.  Ships receiving the
call must monitor distress traffic frequency.

PROCEDURE

1. Distress call reception

When receiving a distress call, an emergency alarm sounds and the display below
appears.

The call is memorized into the RX memory channel 

2. Switch to traffic mode

Rotate  the  Selector  to  choose  "Traffic"  category,  then  push  [ENT].  Sound  alarm
stops  and  the  transceiver  switchs  to  traffic  (voice)  mode.  Follow-up
communications take place by voice on the distress frequency determined by DSC
call reception freq.

Note:
Only  coast  stations  must  acknowledge  distress  calls.  A  coastal
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station  that  receives  a  HF/MF  DSC  distress  call  will  have  to
transmit an ACK not before 1 minute after its reception and with a
maximum delay of 2 minutes 45 seconds. This allows to complete
all the calls of the ship (in one or 6 frequencies). If after 3,5 - 4,5
minutes the ship in distress does not receive an ACK, automatically
re-sends the distress message (see topic Call procedure - Distress call
).  The  ACK  finishes  with  the  automatic  re  emission  of  distress
signals. 
 
If  no coast  station  acknowledge  the  call,  after  5  minutes  without
receiving the ACK, a ship will be able to give an acknowledgment of
the  distress  to  finalize  the  call,  selecting  the  ACK  option  of  the
menu.  Also it  will  have to  notify  the  danger  to  a  coast  station  by
any possible way (DSC Relay or telephony). 

3. Wait for a voice transmission on the traffic frequency.

Monitor  the  communication  between the  calling  ship  and  a  coast  station,  or  the
calling station transmission via voice on the traffic frequency.

Wait for an ACK from the coast station. After that, and if you are in condition to
help  the  ship  in  distress  commence  the  voice  transmission  on  the  distress
frequency as follows:

• "MAYDAY"
•   The  9-digit  identity  or  other  identification  of  the  ship  in  distress  (3
times)
•  "This is ..... (your ship name or the 9-digit identity 3 times)."
•  "Received MAYDAY"

4. End of distress

Push [END] when distress call ends

8.2 Distress Relay Call

A distress relay is received when a ship or coast station sends a distress message in
the name of the ship in distress. 

Only coast stations must acknowledge distress relay calls.  A distress relay is received
by a ship must be answered via telephony. A ship DOES NOT acknowledges by DSC.
 

PROCEDURE

1. Distress relay call reception
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When receiving a distress relay call, an emergency alarm sounds and the display
below appears.

The call is memorized into the RX memory channel 

2. Switch to traffic mode

Rotate  the  Selector  to  choose "Traffic"  category,  then push  [ENT].  Sound  alarm
stops  and  the  transceiver  switches  to  traffic  (voice)  mode.  Follow-up
communications take place by voice on the distress frequency determined by DSC
call reception freq.

Note:
Only  coast  stations  must  acknowledge  distress  calls.  A  coastal
station  that  receives  a  HF/MF  DSC  distress  call  will  have  to
transmit an ACK not before 1 minute after its reception and with a
maximum delay of 2 minutes 45 seconds. This allows to complete
all the calls of the ship (in one or 6 frequencies). If after 3,5 - 4,5
minutes the ship in distress does not receive an ACK, automatically
re-sends the distress message (see topic Call procedure - Distress call
).  The  ACK  finishes  with  the  automatic  re  emission  of  distress
signals. 
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If  no coast  station  acknowledge  the  call,  after  5  minutes  without
receiving the ACK, a ship will be able to give an acknowledgment of
the  distress  to  finalize  the  call,  selecting  the  ACK  option  of  the
menu.  Also it  will  have to  notify  the  danger  to  a  coast  station  by
any possible way (DSC Relay or telephony). 

3. Monitor the traffic communication

3.a) Distress Relay emitted by a coast station

Acknowledge the call via voice on the traffic distress frequency as follows:

· "MAYDAY" 

· The 9-digit identity or other identification of the ship in distress (3

times)
· "This is ..... (your ship name or the 9-digit identity 3 times)."

· "Received MAYDAY" 

3.b) Distress Relay emitted by a ship

Monitor  the  communication  between  the  calling  ship  and  a  coast  station,  or
the calling station transmission via voice on the traffic frequency.

Wait for an ACK from the coast station. After that, and if you are in condition
to help the ship in distress commence the voice transmission on the distress
frequency as follows:

• "MAYDAY"
•   The  9-digit  identity  or  other  identification  of  the  ship  in  distress  (3
times)
•  "This is ..... (your ship name or the 9-digit identity 3 times)."
•  "Received MAYDAY"

4. End of distress

Push [END] when distress call ends

8.3 Individual Call

An Individual call is received when a ship or coast station sends a DSC call addressed
to the ship. 

PROCEDURE
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1. Individual call reception

When receiving an individual call, an emergency or routine alarm sounds
(according to the call category) and the display below appears.

The call is memorized into the RX memory channel. 

2. Answer the call

Rotate  the  Selector  to  choose  "Able  to  Comply",  then  push  [ENT].  Sound  alarm
stops, ACK is sent and the transceiver switchs to traffic (voice) mode.  Follow-up
communications  take place  by  voice  on  the  distress  frequency  or  the  frequency
determined by DSC call.

Note:
If Unable to Comply option is selected, must indicate the reason:

· No reason given

· Busy

· Channel unable

· Mode unable

· Operator unavailable
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· No operator

· Station Barred

· Equipment disable

· Congestion

· Queue indication

Once this ACK is sent, transceiver returns to DSC mode.

3. Audio traffic

Monitor traffic frequency, waiting communication from the calling station.

4. End of call

Push [END] when traffic ends

8.4 All Ships Call

All Ships Call is received when the ship is within range of the transmitting station. 

PROCEDURE

1. All ships call reception

When receiving an all ships call, an emergency or routine alarm sounds
(according to the call category) and the display below appears.

 

The call is memorized into the RX memory channel. 

2. Switch to traffic mode
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Rotate the Selector to choose "Traffic" category, then push [ENT]. Sound alarm
stops and the transceiver switchs to traffic (voice) mode. Follow-up
communications take place by  voice on the distress frequency or the frequency
determined by DSC call.

 

3. Audio traffic

Monitor traffic frequency, waiting communication from the calling station.

4. End of call

Push [END] when traffic ends

8.5 Group Call

A Group Call is received when the ship belongs to a group and a call is transmitted to
the group.

PROCEDURE

1. All ships call reception

When receiving a group, a routine alarm sounds and the display below appears.
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The call is memorized into the RX memory channel. 

2. Switch to traffic mode

Rotate the Selector to choose "Traffic" category, then push [ENT]. Sound alarm
stops and the transceiver switchs to traffic (voice) mode. 

3. Audio traffic

Monitor traffic frequency, waiting communication from the calling station.

4. End of call

Push [END] when traffic ends
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9 Tx/Rx Memory

The device has two different memories to store DSC messages. The DSC RX memory
stores received DSC calls, and TX memory stores emitted DSC calls. 
Both are persistent memories, this means that they are not cleared once the device is
turned off and the calls can be browsed or deleted at any time. 

 Stored  messages  contains  all  their  characteristic  information:  message  type,
category,  source  identification,  destination,  emission  data  time,  source  position  (if
corresponds), traffic and transmission frequencies, etc. 

Both RX Memory and TX Memory store separately Distress messages from the rest.

Important:
Described  operation  works  exactly  the  same  as  much  for  the  RX
Memory as for the TX Memory. 

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select TX or RX Memory

Rotate the Selector to choose Tx or Rx memory option, then push [ENT].
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4. Select message category to browse

Select message category to browse rotating the Selector, and then push [ENT]:

· Distress: Distress calls (including Distress Relay and Distress ACK)
 

· Others: Routine, group, individual calls, etc.

Note:
If there are not messages from a category, "Empty" word is
shown. 
If there are messages from a category, the total and the new
number of messages are shown.

 

5. Browse the messages

Browse stored messages:
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Note:
NEW! A new and unread message
 

3 / 3 First number indicates the position inside the
memory. Second number indicates the total stored
messages in the memory.

 

Next Browses next message
 

PreviousBrowses previous message
 

Delete Deletes current message
 

EXIT Returns to the previous menu
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10 DSC frequency list

DSC Frequencies List storages transmission and reception DSC frequencies that will
be monitor in DSC mode. 

DSC receiver  is  an  independent  circuit  that  monitors  automatically  the  6  Distress
frequencies at  any time. In DSC mode,  besides those frequencies  it  also  monitors
the DSC Frequencies added to this list.

These frequencies are used normally for the emission of Group, Individual, All Ships
or messages that do not use the emergency frequencies. 

The list can store up to 6 pairs of frequency, and includes two pairs of frequencies: 

· 2177.0 TX 2177.0 RX 

· 2177.0 TX 2189.5 RX.

PROCEDURE

1. Select DSC mode

Push [DSC] to select DSC watch mode.

 

2. DSC menu

Push [MENU] to select the DSC menu.

3. Select DSC Frequency List option

Rotate the Selector to choose DSC Frequency List option, then push [ENT].
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4. List edition

Stored DSC frequency list is shown:

Note:
Selector Selects frequency to edit or delete
 

CE Deletes selected pair of frequencies
 

Enter Modifies selected pair of frequencies
 

End Returns to DSC mode

Push [ENT] to modify current pair of frequencies. Enter the new frequencies via
the keypad.
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Note:

CE Deletes frequency
 

Enter Accepts entered value
 

End Returns to DSC mode
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